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German Federal Republic which sees itself, anchored within the 
continental European tradition, as an intervening cultural state. A 
further retreat of the State from financing the academic sector, 
following the American or Thatcher model, would have unfore- 
seeable consequences, as long as the private sector does not dra- 
matically change it's financial contribution. 
The University of Augsburg can in the future rest assured that the 
core of its work will be safeguarded by Federal funding. Never- 
theless it will seek out all possibilities for further financial support 
from the community while at the same time retaining its auto- 
nomy in teaching and research. It's efforts will continue to be ori- 
ented toward increasing ,,culturally sensitive learning" in areas of 
research, study and teaching, proportionately according to its 
competence, thereby contributing to a ,,knowledge based so- 
ciety", in which increasingly well trained graduates join the en- 
tire work force. Only in this manner can the preconditions for 
technological development and its social implications be success- 
fully met. 
European and National Civil Law 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Mollers 
I. The European Community in Unexplored Territory 
'l. Lack of Identity as a Threat to Europe? 
Voices questioning European integration and identity are under- 
standingly becoming louder.' The Euro introduced as a common 
currency in 1999 is becoming weaker; the Commission recently 
resigned en bloc amid accusations of nepotism, the European el- 
ectorate declines to vote and stays away from the European par- 
liament elections.%e Treaty of Nice failed to pro-duce the desi- 
red European institutional reforms necessary for an expansion to 
the East, and the bazaar mentality again prevailed, as the Mem- 
ber States lost sight of the greater common interest in their con- 
tinued defense of individual national advantage? 
Europe is at the crossroads. Recently the opinion was expressed 
that European integration would fail because without a distinc- 
tive history of their own, Europeans lack the fundamental con- 
sensus on which to build a common identity? This weakness of 
identity threatens Europe from withins. 
In South Africa, numerous peoples live together which occasio- 
nally fought each other in the past, which speak various langua- 
ges and which each have a distinct cultural heritage. There-fore, 
the South African nation searches for its national idendity. Possi- 
bly the following remarks may help to avoid certain mistakes in 
the integration of the South African peoples. 
This study is concerned neither with the ultimate aim of the Eu- 
ropean Community, nor with the turn of the century dream," a 
United States of Europe? or with the concrete implementation of 
the union of statesSx The question of the future route to Europe- 
an integration remains open and correspondingly difficult to an- 
swer. 
My more modest purpose is to investigate the accuracy of the ne- 
gative view that Europe is threatened by a lack of identity. AS a 
first step (I.). I argue that neither aspirations of peace, nor eco- 
nomic freedom, nor a European legal community in its present 
condition can any longer by themselves justify the European in- 
tegration process, but rather that bad European law is leading in 
a variety of ways to dissatisfaction. As a second step (II.), I differ 
with the opinion of Weidenfeld. Common tasks, paths of develop- 
ment and the shared goals of Europe, which justify further Euro- 
pean integration, will be delineated. The third step (111.) is to 
show how European and national law must be further developed 
into a European legislative theory and methodology, so that bet- 
ter law at the European and national levels can be created on the 
basis of acceptance and European identity, The article ends with 
a consideration of the im-mense significance of communication 
and language (IV.). 
This study explores European law at the European level and its 
relationship to the Member States. At the level of the Member 
States I will focus to Germany as a reference for monitor-ing. 
Germany shows, as under a magnifying glass very clearly that 
people are willing to support European Integration because of 
German history. But Germany also shows that there are still a lof 
of steps to be done before reaching a better European legal har- 
monization. 
2. The Creation and Loss of Purpose in Europe 
Realizing the Vision of Peace 
The desire for peace was the driving force behind the establish- 
ment of the Council of Europe and NATO half a century ago and 
of the European Economic Community with its six founding 
Member States almost a decade later. The ensuing fifty years and 
more of peace are without parallel for a continent on which the 
peoples of Europe fought countless battles throughout the centu- 
ries.Today9s generation born into affluence no longer knows war, 
and peace between the European Member States hardly impres- 
ses any longer - on the contrary, peace is taken for granted." 
The EC as an Economic Community 
It is no accident that the EC was known as the European Econo- 
mic Community until the Maastricht Treaty 1992, as the aspirati- 
on for peace was from the outset combined with economic free- 
dom as one of the pillars of the E C  Treaty. However, the idea of 
economic freedom per se for undertakings and citizens in Europe 
no longer provides a focus for identification. For businesses it has 
largely been realized over the last decade in the internal market 
without frontiersL0 and thus, like the idea of peace, is seen as gi- 
ven." 
Law as the Engine of Integration? 
*lus commune and a European Civil Code 
A final source of identity remains: the EC has always been seen 
as a ,,legal community". Possessing no enforcement agencies, no 
police force or prosecution service of its own, the BC has to rely 
on its Member States for the application of European law.I2 wal- 
ter Hallstein characterizes EEC legislation as essentially prom@ 
ting integration, ascribing to it a dynamic that to some extent is 
selff i l f l l lng dynamic.13This ,,spill over effect" also is apparent in 
the introduction of the currency union, and hopes that ~conomic 
union inevitably will lead to political union. Jurists have added 
new variants of the idea of using law as an engine for European 
integration.lJ 
Legal historians such as Reinhard Zinzmerr?znnn and Rolf Knii- 
tel,'' for example, have called for an overhaul, informed by Ro- 
man ius commune, of the systematic, conceptual, and historic in- 
tellectual bases of European law, which are buried under the de- 
bris of two centuries of national legal development.'" Reference 
to Roman law would, however, disregard the last three centuries 
of legal development," thereby ignoring modern currents such as 
consumer law or laws of equity, financial markets and competiti- 
on.'" 
The alternative of utilising the integrative tendencies of law stri- 
kes a more modern note: work on a European Civil Code" as in- 
itiated by the European Parliament.20 Nevertheless the prevailing 
view is that a European Civil Code will not rapidly replace the 
national codes of European states, but, rather, at best would con- 
stitute a model code amounting only to soft law.21 
:Categories of European Law of Inferior Quality 
It seems doubtful that Iaw will be seen as creating a sense of pur- 
pose within the European integration process in view of the often 
inferior law created in the last decades on the european but as 
well on national level, 
Deficiencies on the European Level: 
On the European level, harmonization of laws between Member 
States according to a standard defined by the Economic Commu- 
nity was a priority for the first twenty years of its existence." In 
recent years, partial rather than total harmonization has been em- 
phasized in~reasingly.~"is so-called minimum harmonization 
complicates legal matters not a little:4 and at least three groups of 
cases may be identified. 
- EC legislative procedures have for years been criticized as une- 
ven and p a t ~ h y . ~  Rather than treating a legal field such as the law 
of obligations as a whole, only aspects of the field are harmonized 
at the E C  level thereby creating individual islands of harmonized 
law based on EC law> such as a directive in labor law dealing with 
the equal treatment for persons applying for a job. Opposed to 
this, there is no harmonization for the employment contract itself 
or the notice of termination of the employment contract. On the 
European level there is a lack of general concepts covering se- 
veral legal fields." Indeed, there is a real danger that these mini- 
mum harmonization measures frequently cause friction and con- 
flict with non-harmonized national law. 
-Apart from this, so-called opening clauses are highly problema- 
tic in that they allow the individual Member State to continue to 
apply stricter national law alongside law created by a Directive. 
Thus, European law does not replace earlier national law, but rat- 
her old national law continues to be valid and European law is in- 
troduced alongside it. In such cases, original and new law are of 
equal validity. 
This duality often has serious disadvantages. On the one hand, na- 
h a 1  and European law are applied alongside each other, lea- 
ding to a laborious double clzeckirtg. The result is that European 
law utlnecessarily complicates the applicable law, making law ex- 
Pensive and impractical. Alternatively, new law based on Europe- 
an principles is completely ignored, because the older and ,,stric- 
ter" national law continues to be applied. The Product liability 
Directive provides an example.2"e university student learns to 
carry Out a double check on numerous disputed questions of aP- 
plicability?' In practice, however, the courts ignore the Product 
Liability Law (ProdHaftG)y because the BGH introduced quasi 
strict liability by means of easing the burden of proof as 10% ago 
as 1969," and the Product Liability Law, by virtue of its retention 
element and the lack of non-economic damage, is less attractive 
than German tort i aw~ .~~  
-The list of negative examples should also include cases in which 
the European legislature permits optional clauses in a Directive. 
These optional clauses make it possible to choose between the 
laws of various jurisdictions. In this way, the European legislature 
has abandoned the opportunity to create harmonized European 
law. The Seventh Company Law Directive, for example, sought to 
harmonize the requirements of a company balance ~heet.~*uro- 
pean law requires in a general clause based on the true and fair 
view prin~iple,"~ that the annual statement of accounts give a tru- 
ly proportionate picture of the assets, finance and profit situation 
of the corporation. This transparency requirement is counterac- 
ted, however, by the fact that the Fourth Council Directive on the 
Annual Accounts of Certain Types of Companies, permits diffe- 
ring accounting principle^.^' In this way, optional balance sheet re- 
quirements laid down in numerous individual regulations, which 
are formally and substantively correct according to the official 
German accounting principles (GOB):' nevertheless do not ne- 
cessarily reflect the actual financial position of a corporation. Un- 
disclosed secret reserves are an example, which give the investor 
a misleading picture of the actual development of a business con- 
~ern.~'This can in no way be called modern European accounting 
the 1997 Directive on comparative advertisingJ2 required no imple- 
menting legislation as in several judgments the Federal Supreme 
Court had already deemed comparative advertising permi~sible.~~ 
Such a view is problematic if only because it runs the risk that the 
applier of national law may fail entirely to perceive the Europe- 
an dimension of the ,,earlieru norm. To the extent that the Direc- 
tive creates individual rights and obligations, the ECJ requires the 
legal position to be sufficiently clarified so as to enable the bene- 
ficiary to be informed of his rights and to enforce them when ne- 
cessary before national c0urts.4~ Court rulings are incapable of 
such clarification where they accommodate new European law in 
a modification of the earlier legal position. This is because the ju- 
diciary rule not on the basis of the complete normative text of Di- 
rectives, but rather on the limited basis of the actual matter in dis- 
pute. Secondly, such a ruling is delivered only inter partes and, 
thirdly, in contrast to the Anglo-American stare-decisis-rule, con- 
tinental decisions by judges lack a binding force and therefore 
can be changed by subsequent r ~ l i n g s . ~  The view expressed by 
the Supreme Court Judge therefore should be rejected. Conse- 
quently, in September 2000 the German lawmaker has insert a 
new O 2 into the Unfair Competition Code to implement the com- 
plete normative text of the dire~tive.4~ 
Deficiencies on the National Level: 
11. Common Tasks, Paths and Goals of the Peoples of Europe 
Deficiencies arise in the implementation of European law as well 
as in its creation by the European legislature. Germany, former 
model pupil of the EC, increasingly fails to implement European 
Directives properly.39 Most prominent are the cases where Direc- 
tives are not implemented within the relevant time, but even 
more disturbing are the cases where they are not implemented at 
all. Not infrequently, the national legislature is of the view that 
appropriate existing law makes further action unnecessary. As an 
example, the Directive on misleading advertising40 was not trans- 
ferred into the German Unfair Competition Code (Gesetz gegen 
den Unlauteren Wettbewerb - UWG), as the general clauses of 
D O  1 and 3 UWG were considered adequate for the purpose." Ac- 
cording to the Federal Supreme Court judge Joachim Bornkamm, 
This is a sobering picture. Is Europe about to fall into ruins and 
should steps towards further integration be ref~sed?~ '  
Certainly there is much to criticise, but we should be wary of 
painting too black a picture. Nonetheless Europe needs a clear vi- 
sion of itself, as Emst-Wolfgang Bockenforde recently stated.4' 
But besides this integrative vision, the continued unification of 
Europe requires the recreation and regeneration of an intellec- 
tual and spiritual agreement4g regarding common tasks, paths and 
goals; it must be borne along by a consensus of the European ci- 
tizens. 
1. Common Tasks of Europe 
Nation States Powerless in the Face of Globalisation 
Nowadays common tasks arise less out of those necessities, as 
those 50 years ago, than out of the challenges with which the pre- 
sent generation sees itself confronted. Such challenges for the 21'' 
century are manifold: globalization and internationalization leave 
in their wake numerous economic problems to be solved; the 
collapse of the Hedge find disturbed the confidence of the capi- 
tal markets;50 the almost daily fusion of major undertakings re- 
sults in conglomerates impervious to governmental control,"' tra- 
de wars loom. Environmental destruction extends across national 
frontiers, as the nuclear catastrophe of Chernobyl so graphically 
demonstrated. Equally grave are the problems posed by crime, by 
migration, or by populations displaced in war. 
Subsidiarity in a Positive Sense 
Nation states generally lack an appropriate range of policy instru- 
ments to overcome these irreversible supranational challenges. In 
some policy areas, such as that of environmental destruction, 
events render them relatively powerless. In others, such as em- 
ployment law, with wages and the tax system, they seem to have 
no option but to engage in a ruinous downwards spiral. In yet 
other policy areas, such as the fight against crime, combating the 
causes gives way inexorably to an attempt merely to mitigate the 
consequences. In the face of such problems, some calls for a return 
to the nations irresistibly conjure the image of a small boy on a 
fairground carousel, furiously spinning the steering wheel of a 
colourful wooden car to make it turn. Europe is onlv called upon 
to act when the powers of Member States nb longerdare adeqiate 
to overcome the problems which they face.% Here the positive 
side of the subsidiarity principle justifies action on the European 
level. Instead of the negative,"' we should emphasize the positive 
aspects of subsidiarity. Instead of bemoaning a creeping loss of 
competence by nation states to European institutions, the pro- 
gressive material loss of nation state competence due to globs- 
lization should be foregrounded. Regaining the power to act, alt- 
hough now on the European level, therefore constitutes, rather a 
growth of competence, albeit one available to us as a community. 
2. A Common Path - European Legal Principles 
Now that the tasks have been identified, the routes to further in- 
tegration can be mapped out. As many of the mentioned tasks 
can only be solved by concerted action, Europe can be rede-fined 
as a community of interests. 
A Shared Past - Community of Interests 
Numerous shared features derive from the firm foundation of a 
common legal tradition developed over the centuries. An essenti- 
al element of the accidental legal tradition, for example, is the 
emancipation of the individual, his prominence as a focus of in- 
tellectual concern and of judicial theory. The tension between 
theories of individual freedom and altruistic duties is contained in 
all judicial thinking." This development was achieved through the 
liberation of the individual from status by the contract." A furt- 
her legal field of considerable European consensus resides in the 
relationship of the individual to the State, the fundamental free- 
doms which, from origins in the Constitution of the United Sta- 
tes5%nd the French Declaration of the Rights of went on 
to conquer the entire world.5" 
Ultimately, the European legal tradition is characterized by lega- 
lism; that is a monopoly of power by the State for purposes of for- 
mulation and development of law, which prevails over social re- 
gulatory systems such as religion, morality, custom and usage.59 
Under enlightened absolutism, the absolutist monarch tried to 
bind the judiciary by framing laws as precisely as possible. Howe- 
ver, these laws bound not only the judge but also the ruler, pro- 
tecting the citizen from an arbitrary abuse of power.60 From this 
developed principles of Rechtstaatlichkeit, equivalent to the rub 
of such as subjection to and the pre-eminence of law, the 
right to a trial and due process of law. 
A Shared Future - Europe as a Community of Assimilated Interests 
Common interests derive from shared tasks and often they are 
rooted in historic consensus. Nevertheless the common interests 
must be further developed, adapted and modernized to meet to 
the challenges of the time. Here Europe develops from a com- 
munity of interests to a community of assimilating interestse6' 
Such assimilation of interests forms a set of common values based 
on fundamental rights as well as social and environmental ele- 
ments of a European market economy. 
The Fundamental Community Rights as a Common Set of Values 
The common values of fundamental rights were derived by the 
ECJ from the ,,general principles" of the common constitutional 
traditions of the Member StatesF3 It is interesting to note that the 
ECJ has in the meantime further developed fundamental Euro- 
pean rights to the point where they often afford the citizen grea- 
ter legal protection than his basic rights within the individual 
Member State.' The European Court of Human Rights has also 
imposed stricter requirements for the timely provision of legal 
protection than the national courts, thus declaring legal procedu- 
res drawn out over years to.be unlawful.65 In procedural law, the 
ECJ repeatedly has emphasized that access to national courts 
must be guaranteed, thus limiting the procedural autonomy of 
Member States by means of this principle of effective legal pro- 
tectionF6 
In November 2000 the Member States have adopted a European 
Charter of Fundamental Rights." These charter summarizes and 
reinforces the common set of values. Consequently, the funda- 
mental rights should be incorporated in the EC Treaty in the near 
-The Social and Environmentally Benign Market Economy 
Common interests include social elements of an environmentally 
benign market economy. Environmental pollution demands su- 
pranational and international regulation. The EC Treaty rightly 
demands a high level of protection" and happily the EC has issu- 
ed numerous Directives and Regulations on environmental pro- 
te~tion.~" A free market economy only can legitimate the Euro- 
pean Community if it increases the prosperity of all. This idea has 
its roots in the occidental view of mankind marked by the Chri- 
stian ideal of love for one's neighbor. The comfort and prosperity 
of the citizen is the ultimate guarantee of democracy.The merging 
of large undertakings means that European competition law is in- 
creasingly resorted to.'' If national rulers distort competition 
through grants and subsidies in support of business concerns, only 
competition law on the European level will be effe~tive.~'As the 
intervention in the Boeing/McDonnell Merger dramatically 
made clear recently, instead of a national cartel authority, only the 
EC commission acting at the supranational level can exercise a 
corrective influence? 
Consumer protection must be seen as a success in terms of the 
common assimilation of interests which the Commission has ad- 
vanced in the last 20 years" In this, European law is characteri- 
zed by the ,,informed consumeru7s who accepts responsibility for 
his own actions. Social elements of the EC Treaty are found in 
health protection7" and most recently also in the title on employ- 
ment?' 
The Creation of Identity through the Exclusion of Others 
Aspects of a European identity are also revealed in the exclusion 
of others. This is true of fundamental rights as well as of our un- 
derstanding of a market economy. 
-All Member States are democratic and observe the fundamen- 
tal rights. The Amsterdam Treaty called for the observance of de- 
mocratic principles and fundamental rights for the Union and all 
Member States." Thus, democracy and fundamental freedoms 
form a considerable common pillar of European law and Euro- 
pean identity? Consequently, a state applying for membership, as 
the EU Treaty states, can only join the European Union if it ob- 
serves the fundamental rights." Precisely this point distinguishes 
the Member States from numerous neighbor states of the Euro- 
pean Union, which may not join the EU even if they wish to. The 
death penalty, expressly forbidden in the EU,"' also reveals a sy- 
stem of values distinct from that of other nations or states such as 
Turkey, Oklahoma or Texas. 
- Attitudes towards environmental protection also vary. This be- 
came clear when the EU assumed a pioneering role at internatio- 
nal conferences in Rio, Berlin and Kyoto, while the USA and Ja- 
pan were among the more conservative ,,go s l o ~ e r s " . ~ ~  In the 
USA, competition law is dominated by the Chicago School which 
sanctifies the free play of market forces, while consumer protec- 
tion in the USA is markedly weaker than in Europe, and Clinton 
administration proposals for a rational health system ultimately 
were halted in their tracks. 
3. A Common Goal 
From tasks and shared paths, we turn to the purpose of Europe; 
here I mean not a future state structure: but rather the future 
European perception of itself. 
Supposed Alternatives -the USA as Superpower 
Since the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, the division of the world 
into two blocs has become obsolete, and the USA remains the 
sole world power.s4 Europe stands at a parting of the ways and has 
to decide; it could subside comfortably into continued dependen- 
cy on the USA. This would exact a high price, however, in one of 
three hardly attractive outcomes. 
Either the USA dictates the direction and Europe willingly follo- 
ws, surrendering itself increasingly to political, economic, cultural 
and legal dependence. Indeed twenty or thirty legal fields can ea- 
sily be named in which German and European law has been 
Americanized in the last de~ades.~s 
Alternatively, the USA imposes its interests against European re- 
sistance. The extent of US political and legal dominance becomes 
clear when, for example, judgments of the International Court are 
ignored,pilots are freed and trade wars provoked in disputes over 
hormones." Lastly, there is the possibility that the USA relinquis- 
hes the role of opinion leader on the supranational level in envi- 
ronmental affairs or competition law, for example, so that a legal 
vacuum persists on the national and international levels. None of 
these outcomes is satisfactory. Then ,,survival of the fittest" is the 
prevailing law, as indicated by the lack of control over global un- 
dertakings. 
None of these alternatives is satisfactory. 
Europe as Opinion Leader - a Strong and Self-confident Europe 
Here the alternative presents itself! Following the collapse of the 
Berlin Wall, the Americans withdrew their troops on a large sca- 
le, demanding that Europe take more responsibility for its own 
security. Rather than lapsing into dependency, Europe should its- 
elf accept the challenge of addressing the urgent tasks of the fu- 
ture and of moulding the future. The first step has been taken 
with the EU Treaty and its modification by the Treaty of Amster- 
dam: The Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and the 
police and judical cooperation in criminal matters (PJC) re- 
engage the founding vision of peacex7 and constitute it anew, in 
that solutions are to be found for problems of tackling interna- 
tional crime and migration questions. But this extension can only 
be a very first step? as the unsatisfactory role of the European 
Union in the Yugoslavian conflict demonstrated, whereby the EU- 
ropean states effectively rendered to being superior satellites of 
the USA.S"~pporting the democratisation process of the EU- 
neighbour states may be the most important future task of the 
EG." The role model function undertaken by the Member States 
over the last 50 years should not be underestimated. Europe pro- 
vides its own solution to ,,ethnic cleansing" and the partition of 
states, namely the mutual tolerance of widely varied peoples, 
groups and origins in one union of states, as well as u rcconciliati- 
on process which makes another war seem unlikely, if not actual- 
ly impossible. 
The aim must be a strong and self-confident Europe, able to go its 
own way without following outside dictates. Europe must reco- 
gnise its own abilities and assume opinion leadership, or accept a 
secondary role. The 20"' century was dominated by America; the 
21" century has been assigned to Asia. Europe must actively 
structure the future if is not to be counted among the losers of the 
21" century. The expansion of competence can be used as a corre- 
sponding power to innovate in economic questions as well as in 
foreign policy?' The future of Europe requires the self-confiden- 
ce and perception on the part of citizens and decision-makers that 
people are dependent upon each other: Just as the E C  cannot 
exist without the Member States, so the Member States cannot 
structure the future and Europe without the EU. 
Ill. Elements of a European Legislative Theory and Legal Methods 
In terms of the role of law in European integration, the inferior 
law mentioned above must be countered. German legal methods 
dates from the 60's and is founded in purely national law. A Eu- 
ropean legislative theory and legal methods is lacking to date. 
Here we can identify only selected aspects of of a European legal 
method. In this way law will assume its guiding role.'l2 
In this we may distinguish the European level (111.1.) and that of 
the nation (111.2.). 
1. Tasks on the European Level 
Over 50% of all national laws, and some SO% of economic law 
now are derived from European law.'3 Three elements on the EU- 
ropean level may be identified where there is scope for improve- 
ment. 
European Legislative Procedures 
-Active Participation of Member States in Legislative Procedures 
Until the recent past, the attitude was prevalent in Germany that 
Directives should only be actively engaged with once they were 
issued? German participation often was purely defensive, becau- 
se German administrative officials in Europe are obliged by a Fe- 
deral decree to apply the subsidiarity principle; that is, to enquire 
whether European legislative provisions are not indispensable? 
Contrast this with the French e'tude d'inzpact juridique? which 
compels its administrative officials to prepare actively as a preli- 
minary to a Directive, compiling lists of national norms to be 
amended and problematic aspects to be raised from a national 
perspe~tive."~ such preparation at least creates a timely under- 
standing of new European law, but often additionaly forewarns of 
surprises in Council deliberations, making it possible for national 
representatives to promote their own law Thus, the active partici- 
pation of Member States in European legislative procedures is 
necessary, 
nOverall Concepts Rather than Compromise Solutions 
At the outset it was shown that many legal areas were harmoni- 
zed but not comprehensively, and that this minimum harmoniza- 
tion leads to conflicts with national law. The aim must be to crea- 
te better and simpler law.""~his requires avoiding conflicts with 
national law by means of the comprehensive harmonization of a 
legal field, 
That the Commission generally prepares legislative plans on a 
comparative law basis is not in doubt. But further to this compa- 
rative law work in the narrow sense, effective creation of legisla- 
tion requires the development of a theoretical optimnl conflict re- 
soh&wz model, as the ECJ had already practiced in the creation 
of Community fundamental rights."' Here economic considerati- 
ons would be sensibleY1~l"which inter alia address the question of 
which competition disadvantages could be eliminated by means 
of Europe-wide reg~lation.'~' Thus, in general, the comprehensive 
harmonization of a legal area is preferable to mere minimum har- 
monization, since it avoids conflicts with the national law. 
Actual practice makes clear that the horse trading with its nume- 
rous compromises should not necessarily govern European legis- 
lative procedures. Several examples demonstrate that optimal law 
can also be achieved by elevating the law of a single jurisdiction 
to be the European standard. The Product Liability Directive of 
1985 is based on the US-American m~del; '~~European competiti- 
on lawIo3 or the Commercial Agents DirectiveIu4 were largely in- 
fluenced by German law. European legal institutions look to 
French law with the Advocates Generaltos or the Environmental 
Information Directive1" while the Environmental Audit Regula- 
tion''' or parts of the Investment Services Dire~tive~~"ol10~ 
English law.Io9 
-Transparency of European Legislation for Citizens 
Preliminary work at the European University Institute,'1° green p- 
pers"' and white  paper^,"^ and action programsl'%r also the deli- 
berations of the Lando Commi~sion~'~ are often known only to 
the specialist. The European Parliament should intervene in le- 
gislative procedures earlier and more actively than hitherto, and 
should publicise them so as to create more transparency and un- 
derstanding of such plans."' Here, considerations of the principle 
of subsidiarity already mentioned should be used positively to de- 
monstrate to citizens why the European level is more suited to 
achieving the purpose of a Directive in view of its scope or effec- 
t ~ . " ~  
Rnally transparency during negotiations should also be maximi- 
zed to prevent Council deliberations from degenerating into 
secret  proceeding^."^ Openness is a fundamental common Euro- 
pean legal prin~iple"~ functioning together with legitimacy, ratio- 
nality and information to promote acceptance among the people 
through participation and control.ll" 
Legal methods for European Courts 
The ECJ can also make a contribution to the task of creating bet- 
ter law, when it applies and interprets European law. The Presi- 
dent of the European Court of Justice, Rodrfguez Iglesias, recent- 
ly emphasized the extensive comparative law work which is un- 
dertaken before a court judgment is delivered.I2' We have seen, 
for example how the ECJ referred to the common legal tradition 
of Member States in the introduction of the fundamental com- 
munity rights,I2l Normally such comparative law exercises are un- 
dertaken but not included in the text of a judgment. This is a pity: 
for if important substantive legal questions are to be consistently 
solved between Member States, discourse on comparative law as- 
pects would not only decide the legal problem in the individual 
Member State, but would also provide a future aid to interpreta- 
tion for other Member States. Future proceedings would thereby 
to a degree be rendered obsolete.The ECJ could emphasize com- 
mon aspects and link the decisive legaI problem with the legal tra- 
ditions of Member States. With such analysis of comparative law, 
the European Courts could enhance the acceptance of European 
law and also provide a role-model for national c o ~ r t s . ' ~ ~  
2. The Role of Member States in the Implementation and Application 
of European Law 
National legislatures and courts can also contribute to the creati- 
on of good quality European law. 
European Legislative Theory of National Legislatures 
"Harmonization of Non-existent National Law 
While German legal reasoning and legal methods is still seen too 
much as a theory of legal application for the judiciary; what is 
needed is a legislative theory which benefits the legislature in the 
enactment of laws.l"The aim must be to so combine new law with 
previous national law that better new law results. The national le- 
gislatures should also see clear and simple law as yielding a com- 
petitive advantage, while European law should be an opportuni- 
ty to overhaul accumulations of old law. For this a readiness to 
concern oneself with unfamiliar or foreign established enact- 
ments is needed. This requires an intensive consideration of the 
purposes of a Directive and thereby the normative aims of indi- 
vidual regulations. Only after such analysis can the legislature ad- 
dress the questions of the extent and point in the national law at 
which the European Directive can be introduced. 
Harmonization of law is relatively straightforward when original 
European law is to be implemented and corresponding national 
law does not yet exist. Interestingly, in these cases the new Euro- 
pean law is frequently expressly welcomed, perhaps because the 
main work no longer falls to the national legislature. The consti- 
tutions of Spain, Portugal and Greece, for examde. recentlv were 
aligned with the fundamental rights of the ~ C ' a i d  neighboring 
*Harmonization of Developed National Legal Structures 
-The introduction of newly enacted European Directives which 
clash with developed national legal structures normally involves 
more work. Harmonization now has to be effected in two opposi- 
te directions: a first step is to implement the Directive into natio- 
nal law.This alone often seems somewhat problematic as, e.g., the 
German legislature seldom can resist the temptation to improve 
the wording of the Directive, as, for example, where only remun- 
erated services fall under the Hausturwiderrufsgesetz (Hausfur- 
WG),Iz in contrast to the EC Directive1" which is seen to be im- 
plemented by this law. Problems of interpretation which then ari- 
se are of our own making.127 
In a second step, and this often is overlooked, the legislature has 
to check the extent to which the law not corresponrling to the Di- 
rective may be adapted to the Directive.The coexistence of natio- 
nal and European law, and i.e., largely identical law, is harmful, as 
the current juxtaposition of national and European product liabi- 
lity law makes clear." With the introduction of g 611a BGB, it 
was necessary to consider $253 BGB. Thus, a right to compensa- 
tion for non-econonomic damage was rejected as alien to the sy- 
stem"" and resort was had three times to the ECJ for a clarificati- 
on of the legal position. There still has been no adequate discus- 
sion of whether consumer law directives implemented into Ger- 
man law should be integrated into the BGB or not.'" At present 
the consumer directives have been implemented by special laws 
and are quite separate from the BGB. Why this is so or has to be 
so is not revealed to the applier of the law. In civil law, the direc- 
tive on consumer goods will massively change the articles of the 
German Civil Code, and there is a similar position with the direc- 
tive on delayed payment in commercial trading.'32 
Ultimately, wide-ranging discussion will be needed on how to in- 
tegrate the Directive into German civil law. Harmonization of 
laws, which complicates the legal position and renation-alises Eu- 
ropean law, leads to dissatisfaction with the system and is not 
worthy of the term harmonization. The need for action is thus evi- 
dent. The opportunity to modernise antiquated laws should re- 
main open and vigorous new law should be created.The view that 
a pluralistic industrial society of opposing interests is no longer 
amenable to extensive codification strikes me as too pessimistic'". 
Italy131, the Netherlands13 and Switzerland'" have shown with 
their ,,Gesetzl>iichern" that civil codes with consumer law ele- 
ments are possible even in de-mocracies. That this is possible in 
Germany too, is indicated by the recent ,,Europeanisation" of the 
cartel law13 and the transport in harmonization with Euro- 
pean law. If one recognizes that the Sale of Goods Directive is in 
many areas almost identical to the results of the reformed law of 
obligations? there is every hope that the German legislature will 
summon the necessary reforming zeal for an overhaul of the 
BGB. In the meantime, the German Federal Government has 
started to make plans for a complete review of German contract 
law."' In principle, these propo~als are to be welcomed.The draft 
bill is supposed to be adopted by the end of 2001.1J1 
Demands on National Judicial Reasoning 
Judicial reasoning serves to integrate a decision plausibly into the 
existing system of laws. Such theoretical justification should en- 
hance the persuasiveness of the particular decision. It should not, 
however, become an obstacle or a burden to those applying the 
law. Courts in France'42 and EnglandIJ3 are prepared to examine 
and modify their theoretical understanding of law and its appli- 
cation. German legal reasoning must also take account of the 
need to adapt to the requirements of European law. The aim 
should be a harmonization of methods and techniques of the in- 
dividual legal system.'jJ 
The Obligation to JustiQ National Judgments 
Jurists have to persuade. Just as the legislature has to justify 
norms in laying down law, so the courts should exercise persuasi- 
on in their judgments so as to achieve higher public acceptance. 
In the past French court decisions often consisted of one cryptic 
sentence expressing an abstract proposition, and were hardly sui- 
ted to persuading the parties to an action.'4s In the meantime cur- 
rent French decisions are expressed more precisely. Moreover, in 
England judges have begun to interpret statutes ,,teleologically" 
rather than adhering to the judicial ,,literal r ~ l e " . ~ ~ G e r m a n  con-
stitutional decisions can be as long as 100 pages and not infre- 
quently confuse as much as they clarify. In civil law too, there is a 
tendency to hide behind verbosity rather than openly expressing 
the economic interests of the parties.ld8 Here one can certainly 
learn from the Anglo-American style of judgement, which often 
addresses problems and interests in plain language.149 
Interpretation of Laws 
The Savignian interpretive canon is widespread in continental Eu- 
rope, whereas Anglo-American jurisdictions traditionally are cha- 
racterized by a case oriented approach. However, the difference 
between techniques of legal application and judicial theory in 
Anglo-American and continental law is becoming less marked.'" 
- Only too often judges are unaware where national law derives 
from European law.'.'' The German jurist is still relatively unfami- 
liar with ,,Directive-conform" methods of interpretation;Is2 the 
extent to which development of law in conformity with a Direc- 
tive is permissible and necessary remains an open question, and 
one which arises in connection with compensation claims under 
3 611a BGBIS%r the remuneration of guarantors of a surety un- 
der 3 1 H a ~ s t u r W G . ~ ~ ~  
- Up to the present day, discussions of comparative law are rare 
in German federal court decisions, because the judges generally 
lack the requisite knowledge of foreign law."'.' In substantive 
terms, the willingness to adopt foreign law is only seen at Supre- 
me Court level only where precedents in German law have not 
Yet been developed; that is, where judge-made law leads into un- 
familiar territory.'" This corresponds to an astounding degree 
with the readiness of national legislatures only to adopt Europe- 
an law unreservedly where it does not collide with established 
enactments and  practice^.'^' 
Former Federal Supreme Court President, Walter Odersky, has 
long called for more emphasiz on interpretation informed by com- 
parative law in the co~rts .~s~Here  too there is scope for further de- 
velopment of German theoretical judgments."" Over and above 
Present verdict delivery, there is a need for a substantive exami- 
nation of foreign law when construing EC directives. This is espe- 
cially so when the courts of other Member States issue decisions 
which interpret already implemented law." A comparative ap- 
proach would also seem to be appropriate when a jurisdiction 
wishes to deviate from its preconceptions and previous legal out- 
look, thereby developing law.Ih1 In practice, courts should be em- 
Powered by the legislature to consult outside comparative law ex- 
perts, as is already permissible under $293 Civil Procedure Code 
(Zivilprozessordnung = ZPO) for international private law mat- 
ters. 
When one considers that a comparative approach to interpretati- 
on is an everyday practice of Swiss and Austrian judgeslu and that 
comparative law is also utilized in England, then the persuasive 
power gained from the common values of several Member States 
should be used as a source of legal perception in judgments, the- 
reby enhancing the acceptance of law. 
IV. Arguably the Most Important Component - Language as a Means 
of Understanding 
1. Precondition for an Integrated Europe - Language as a Means 
of Understanding 
The Mother Tongue as an Expression of ldentity 
Communication still has to be improved. Language is the means 
of communication; language supports culture; the identity of a 
Member State is defined not least by the spoken language of its 
citizens. The languages of Europe are the expression of its cultu- 
ral plurality. There is no such entity as the European people,'" so 
it is understandable that the EU-lb5 and ECI0"- Treaties emphasize 
the national identities of the Member States. This multiplicity is 
thor-oughly positive; indeed, pluralism is an essential component 
of the whole European identity'" and thus perhaps the first gua- 
rantee of a stable democracy, comparable to the Swiss or US- 
American models,1G8 
Understanding, ldentity and Homeland 
On the other hand, those who attempt to make themselves un- 
derstood as Europeans in Japan immediately see how helpless 
they are; without language, they revert to gesticulating helpless- 
ness. Communication within Europe requires dialogue in one lan- 
guage. Communication creates mutual comprehension, because 
we understand each other. Language can transcend national fron- 
tiers. The reconciliation process between German, French, Austri- 
an, Italian or Spanish people may be seen as largely complete16q 
perhaps because of the many warm, informal contacts between 
private individuals. In this situation the people(s) of Europe are 
growing together, and when German retirees settle permanently 
in Tuscany or on Majorca, then ,,homeG no longer necessarily is 
associated with the town or country of one's birth. Through such 
understanding, the official dialogue over the future path of Euro- 
pe could be conducted by the peoples of Europe, an indispensab- 
le development for its further democratization. A European hi- 
storical consciousness is needed which emphasizes a higher order 
of commonality besides the national histories.170 From this collec- 
tive consciousness the long-awaited discussion on the integration 
of Europe can commence,171 so that the broadly European,politi- 
cal public life is made reality.ln If this were achieved, European 
identity will take on form; an exchange of ideas would bear fruit, 
and the future path of Europe become more certain. 
Babylon - Foreign and Second Languages 
However, the welter of languages in Brussels, which resembles a 
present-day Babyl~n'~'  is in need of reform. It is best to concen- 
trate on a few official languages; thus, in practice French and 
English have become the working languages of Brussels. Foreign 
languages are increasingly taken as a given among the young. In 
Member States like the Netherlands or in Scandinavia films have 
long been screened unsynchronized with the original soundtrack 
and subtitles. As a rule Swedes or the Dutch have a much better 
command of English than the German, who can usually manage 
only small talk. A unified European language cannot and should 
not replace the spoken languages of Europe, but a stronger pre- 
sence of English or French in the media is to be desired'" to make 
it a language of communication, thus more than merely a ,,for- 
eign" 1ang~age.l~~ 
2. The Legal System and Language 
Europeanization of Legal Education 
Only when the linguistic preconditions are met will it be time for 
European law schools and a thorough Europeanization of legal 
education, as called for by leading ~ c h o l a r s ~ ~ h n d  the European 
Par1iament.1~~ 
In the natural sciences, such as medicine or physics, ~ng l i sh  is 
used in research almost to the exclusion of other languages. Con- 
gresses in Germany are conducted in English as a matter of cour- 
se; the most important journals are published in English and are 
read world-wide. Not to publish in English is to be outside the 
world-wide community and therefore overlooked. For German 
jurists this is unfamiliar territory, and the widespread use of 
English is often expressly rejected.179is has disadvantages 
which have not yet been adequately recognized. Thus the exchan- 
ge of ideas between jurists in different Members States is limited. 
In teaching, Dutch and Swedish universities are also ahead of the 
field. Although English is not a mother tongue in Sweden or the 
Netherlands, legal instruction in several subjects is conducted in 
undoubtedly an advantage in the face of international 
competition to establish the best academic institutions and attract 
the best students. In Germany, substantive instruction conducted 
in English is also now feasible, in that English is advantageous in 
subsequent professional work.'" Not infrequently, German jurists 
working on the European level in the Parliament, the Commissi- 
on and in the courts complain of the marked lack of persuasiven- 
ess of a translated contribution to proceedings compared to an 
original speech. There is a comparable situation in the legal de- 
partments of large business concerns or international legal 
firms.l8' As English acquired in German schools is insufficient for 
the demands of everyday international work, competent interac- 
tive language skills have to be developed at university.Tnus apart 
from the period spent abroad, the foreign language training of 
German jurists should be sup-plemented with English-language 
lectures. Most important are lectures in Comparative law, in In- 
ternational law and European law.182 English lectures on interna- 
tional economic law, including company, cartel, or capital market 
law would also seem to be sensible.183 
Language as a Means of Harmonizingjudicial Styles of Thought 
Established European legal concepts have to be uniformly uo- 
derstood and applied." This creates the opportunity for intellec- 
tual legal unity.'" The mere harmonization of text is futile." The 
renationalization of European or international law can only be 
preventedIR' by the harmonization of starkly different judicial sty- 
les of thought. If English were to be more commonly used, the 
readiness would increase to engage with foreign styles of thought 
rather than clinging to the familiar national thought style.'" The 
necessary European methodology could become a reality. 
V. Summary 
1. This contribution was intended to show that concepts of peace, 
the economy and law are no longer of themselves an adequate 
basis for a process of European unification. The legislative pro- 
cess in particular is no easy matter on the European level,'" in- 
deed poor quality European law, but also differing legal styles mi- 
litate against a single European legal culture. 
2. No mention has been made of a European federal state, a Eu- 
ropean constitution or the European millennium dream, but rat- 
her the conscious focus has been on the next steps towards Euro- 
pean integration to be taken in the coming decades, and on the 
numerous urgent problems facing us in the future. Globalization 
increasingly limits the unilateral sphere of action of individual 
Member States, It is already apparent that Member States can 
only solve urgent tasks in the future through concerted action on 
the European level. In the face of globalization, such apositive re- 
versal of the Subsidiarity principle leads to a strengthening of the 
individual Member State competence. It is important to emphasi- 
ze that the increased competence can only be exercized collec- 
tively. 
Europe has numerous common interests which have been deve- 
loped between the nations over the centuries. Examples for these 
interests are the common constitutional principles which help 
form a European identity190 beyond the level of legal technicali- 
ty.'" It is even more important, however, for the Member States 
to adopt a common approach to future tasks on the European le- 
vel. This is especially true for environmental and social aspects of 
a European market economy. This consensus on values within 
Europe is not found in the USA. Foreign and security policies 
must be addressed more energetically. Europe must assume opi- 
nion leadership if it is to structure the tasks of the future. 
3. Political tasks will implemented through law. Here a European 
legislative theory and methodology is needed, which not only re- 
gulates the many questions of cooperation in European legislati- 
on, but also provides clarity in the implementation and applicati- 
on of European law at the national level. Here more attention 
should be paid to the quality of implementing legislation at the 
national level; courts should interpret legislation in line with Di- 
rectives and employ a comparative approach. Common Europe- 
an law must be improved so as to increase acceptance by the citi- 
zen. 
4. All this requires inter-personal communication and understan- 
ding. Only through understanding can public dialogue on the fu- 
ture path of Europe, so necessary for a greater democratization of 
Europe, take place between European peoples. The confusion of 
languages should be reduced; a second language should be cho- 
sen which promotes understanding. The aim should be to cornbi- 
ne the advantages of varied judicial styles, such as case law tech- 
nique and the continental-European methodology so as to furt- 
her develop a distinctively European leg-islative theory and me- 
thodology. 
When the various German states combined economically under 
the Zollverein, it did not lead to the German state. This came ab- 
out when Otto von Bismarck enthused the population with the 
idea of a German empire.lX Until today we have doubted the exi- 
stence of a European identity because the national states of Eu- 
rope have demarcated themselves from each other, defining 
themselves exclusively in terms of their own pasts, their own me- 
mories, aspirations and experienceVL93 
latest version of the E U  Treaty the Preamble speaks of ,,... rein- 
forcing the European identity and its independence in order to 
promote peace, security and progress in Europe and the world".'95 
This sentence encapsulates the entire programme for a unified 
Europe. The European identity which builds upon commonality 
is future oriented. What is required is a desire for understanding 
and the common determination to accept the ~hallenges.''~ 
Europe has to  decide whether it will continue in dependence on 
America or whether it is to solve the problems of the future with 
its own ideas, which are often more original than those of Asia or 
the USA. Europe should assume opinion leadership with confi- 
dence, so as to contribute on the supranational level to politics 
and the creation of law concerning fundamental freedoms, envi- 
ronmental protection, the social market economy or consumer 
Protection. Europe has to recognise these future tasks, which are 
to be tackled and resolved in the final analysis because of a com- 
mon interest in the future - this is the European identity."' 
5. Certainly, South Africa cannot afford to have eleven different 
official languages in the future.An intercultural dialogue will only 
be possible on the basis of one or two languages. The English lan- 
guage as second language is more widespread than in the Mem- 
ber States of the European Union - in this respect, South Africa 
has progressed further than the European Union. 
However, this is not the only way to create an identity. The inte- 
gration of Member States in Europe requires a vision,'14 an inspi- 
ring idea which will lead Europe into the new millennium. In the 
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The modernization of modern society1 
Prof. Dr. Christoph Lau 
In international sociology there is a general consensus that we are 
living in a period of change which might be compared with the in- 
dustrial revolution. We are living in a network-society, an age of 
fluid, flexible capitalism. Old institutions, as the nation state and 
the nuclear family seem to dissolve. New information technolo- 
gies enable the empowerment of financial market and economic 
and cultural globalism. Simultaneously uncertainties and ecologi- 
cal dangers increase and demonstrate the limits of technical con- 
trol and safety. 
There are several different interpretations of this rapid and fun- 
damental change ranging from postmodern positions to po~tcolo- 
nialism and a radical neoliberalism. Our Research Group in Mu- 
nich and A~gsburg, including Ulrich Beck and other colleagues 
from different disciplines, is studying these processes from the 
Perspective of reflexive modernization. In the following I will not 
refer to these empirical research projects but to our theoretical 
frame concept, 
Reflexive modernization refers to a distinct phase of moderniza- 
tion: the modernization of modern society. When modernization 
reaches a certain stage it radicalizes itself. It begins to transform, 
for a second time, not only the key institutions but the very prin- 
ciples of society. To understand this social transformation requi- 
res a transformation of social theory. 
The social structure of postwar order in western industrial socie- 
ties should not be absolutized as if it were the end of social hi- 
story. On the contrary, much of what they once presumed as ne- 
